
 

Yahoo's big breach helps usher in an age of
hacker anxiety

December 15 2016, by Michael Liedtke

  
 

  

This Tuesday, July 19, 2016 photo shows a Yahoo sign at the company's
headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif. On Wednesday, Dec. 14, 2016, Yahoo said it
believes hackers stole data from more than one billion user accounts in August
2013. (AP Photo/Marcio Jose Sanchez)

Yahoo has become the worst-case example of an unnerving but
increasingly common phenomenon—massive hacks that steal secrets and
other potentially revealing information from our personal digital
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accounts, or from big organizations that hold sensitive data on our
behalf.

On Wednesday, Yahoo disclosed a gargantuan breach affecting more
than a billion user accounts, the largest such attack in history. The
company said that attack happened in August 2013, although Yahoo only
discovered it recently. Worse, the company's announcement followed a
similar announcement last September of a 2014 hack—one Yahoo
ascribed to an unnamed foreign government—that affected 500 million
accounts.

Neither Yahoo breach has yet been linked to online fraud or any specific
repercussions for Yahoo users. But their disclosure closely follows U.S.
intelligence concerns about Russian hacking of Democratic emails
during the presidential campaign—not to mention other recent attacks on
a major health insurer, a medical lab-test company and the government
office that manages millions of federal employees.

"The lesson is clear: no organization is immune to compromise," said
Jeff Hill, director of product management for cybersecurity consultant
Prevalent. And since most of us are dependent on big organizations that
hold our digital lives in their hands, in a broad sense that effectively
means no one is safe.

GOVERNMENT ATTACKERS

Of course, it's not that simple. The most sophisticated break-ins are
likely the work of digital burglars working for foreign governments that
are mostly interested in manipulating their enemies, not emptying your
bank account.

In the past few years, hackers tied to foreign governments are believed
to have stolen emails to embarrass celebrities and Hollywood moguls
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(recall the Sony Pictures break-in during 2014) and possibly even to
influence the 2016 presidential election.

"Espionage has gone digital like so many other things our world," said
Steve Grobman, chief technology officer at Intel Security. "We're
increasingly seeing data being used as a weapon, where leaked or
fabricated information is being used to intentionally damage individuals
and governments."

Yahoo's security breakdowns could turn into expensive deal breakers for
the Sunnyvale, California, company.

Both lapses occurred during the reign of Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer, a
once-lauded leader who found herself unable to turn around the
company in the four years since her arrival. Earlier this year, Yahoo
agreed to sell its digital operations to Verizon Communications for $4.8
billion—a deal that may now be imperiled by the hacking revelations.

TWO HACKS, MORE THAN A BILLION ACCOUNTS

Yahoo didn't say if it believes the same hacker might have pulled off two
separate attacks. The Sunnyvale, California, company blamed the late
2014 attack on a hacker affiliated with an unidentified foreign
government, but said it hasn't been able to identify the source behind the
2013 intrusion.

Yahoo has more than a billion monthly active users, although some have
multiple accounts and others have none at all. An unknown number of
accounts were affected by both hacks.

In both attacks, the stolen information included names, email addresses,
phone numbers, birthdates and security questions and answers. The
company says it believes bank-account information and payment-card
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data were not affected.

But hackers also apparently stole passwords in both attacks. Technically,
those passwords should be secure; Yahoo said they were scrambled by a
cryptographic technique called hashing. But hackers have become adept
at cracking secured passwords by assembling huge dictionaries of
similarly scrambled phrases and matching them against stolen password
databases.

That could mean trouble for any users who reused their Yahoo password
for other online accounts. Yahoo is requiring users to change their
passwords and invalidating security questions so they can't be used to
hack into accounts. (You may get a reprieve if you've changed your
password since September.)

Security experts said the 2013 attack was likely the work of a foreign
government fishing for information about specific people. One big tell:
It doesn't appear that much personal data from Yahoo accounts has been
posted for sale online, meaning the hack probably wasn't the work of
ordinary criminals.

That means most Yahoo users probably don't have anything to worry
about, said J.J. Thompson, CEO of Rook Security.

QUESTIONS FOR VERIZON

News of the additional hack further jeopardizes Yahoo's plans to fall
into Verizon's arms. If the hacks cause a user backlash against Yahoo,
the company's services wouldn't be as valuable to Verizon, raising the
possibility that the sale price might be re-negotiated or the deal may be
called off. The telecom giant wants Yahoo and its many users to help it
build a digital ad business.
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After the news of the first hack broke, Verizon said it would re-evaluate
its Yahoo deal and in a Wednesday statement said it will review the "new
development before reaching any final conclusions." Spokesman Bob
Varettoni declined to answer further questions.

At the very least, the security lapses "definitely will help Verizon in its
negotiations to lower the price," Gartner analyst Avivah Litan predicted.
Yahoo has argued that news of the 2014 hack didn't negatively affect
traffic to its services, strengthening its contention that the Verizon deal
should be completed under the original terms.

"We are confident in Yahoo's value and we continue to work toward
integration with Verizon," the company said.

Investors appeared worried about the Verizon deal. Yahoo's shares fell
96 cents, or 2 percent, to $39.95 after the disclosure of the latest hack.

© 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
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